VERTI-CUT + VAC

Turf management solutions with a unique recirculating air system that minimizes dust for a clean sweeping environment.

TV35
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Turf management solutions with a unique recirculating air system that minimizes dust for a clean sweeping environment.

powered by HARPER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Reverse the cooling fan to blow debris off the screen for improved temperature control. Raise the hopper up to 76 inches with the hydraulic lift to unload debris.

Put the power of one pass to work on sports fields and city parks with the Harper Turf TV35. Clean and quiet, the self-propelled turbo vac can be operated in public places without distracting others nearby. Minimize dust while the machine verti-cuts, sweeps and vacuums soiled areas. When you have a lot of ground to cover, rely on the ride of the TV35.